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EÆient and Simple Enodings for the Web Graph.Jean-Loup Guillaume 1, Matthieu Latapy 1;2and Laurent Viennot 2Abstrat: In this paper, we propose a set of simple and eÆient methods based onstandard, free and widely available tools, to store and manipulate large sets of URLsand large parts of the Web graph. Our aim is both to store eÆiently the URLs listand the graph in order to manage all the omputations in a omputer entral memory.We also want to make the onversion between URLs and their identi�ers as fast aspossible, and to obtain all the suessors of an URL in the Web graph eÆiently. Themethods we propose make it possible to obtain a good ompromise between these twohallenges, and make it possible to manipulate large parts of the Web graph.Keywords: Web graph, Web links, URLs, Compression.Approximate words ount: 3500.1. Introdution.One an view the Web as a graph whose verties are Web pages, and edges arehyperlinks from one page to another. Understanding the struture of this graph isa key hallenge for many important present and future appliations. Informationretrieval, optimized rawling and enhaned browsing are some of them. The �rst stepto study the Web graph is to be able to store and manipulate it eÆiently, both inspae and in time terms. The key element of this enoding is to assoiate a uniqueidenti�er to eah URL whih will then be used to enode the graph.URLs are more than 70 bytes long on average and eah vertex has an averageoutdegree at least seven, depending on the onsidered domain (from 7.2 in [8℄ to 11.21LIAFA, Universit�e Paris 7, 2, plae Jussieu, 75005 Paris, Frane.(guillaume,latapy)�liafa.jussieu.fr, +33 (0) 1 44 27 28 372Projet Hiperom, INRIA Roquenourt, F-78153 Le Chesnay (Frane).Laurent.Viennot�inria.fr, +33 (0) 1 39 63 52 25



2in [1℄ and 11.57 for the data we used in our experiments). Enoding a one millionverties subgraph of the Web graph without any ompression would therefore needmore than 100 MB of memory. When one is onerned with the Web graph, it isimportant to deal with muh bigger graphs, lassially several hundreds of millionsverties. Therefore, the eÆient enoding of the graph beomes a ruial issue. Thehallenge is then to �nd a good balane between spae and time requirements.Until now, the main work onerning graph enoding is the Connetivity Serverpresented in [2℄. This server maintains the graph in memory and is able to omputethe neighborhood of one or more verties. In the �rst version of the server, the graphis stored as an array of adjaeny lists, desribing the suessors and predeessors ofeah vertex. The URLs are ompressed using a delta ompressor: one URL is storedusing only the di�erenes from the previous one in the list. The seond [3℄ and presentversion [10℄ of the Connetivity Server have signi�antly improved the ompressionrate for both links and URLs. The spae needed to store a link has been reduedfrom 8 to 1.7 bytes in average, and the spae needed to store a URL has been reduedfrom 16 to 10 bytes in average. Notie however that a full desription of the methodis available only for the �rst version of the server [2℄, the newer (and more eÆient)ones being only shortly desribed in [3, 10℄.Our aim is to provide an eÆient and simple solution to the problem of enodinglarge sets of URLs and large parts of the Web graph using only standard, free andwidely available tools, namely sort, gzip and bzip. The gzip tool is desribed in[5, 6℄ and bzip algorithm in [4℄. We tested our methods on a 8 millions verties and55.5 millions links rawl performed inside the \.fr" domain in June 2001. We usedthe rawler designed by Sebastien Ailleret, available at the following URL:http://pauilla.inria.fr/~ailleret/prog/larbin/index-eng.htmlOur set of data itself is available at:http://hiperom.inria.fr/~viennot/webgraph/It has been obtained by a breadth-�rst rawl from a signi�ant set of URLs. See theURL above for more details on these data. Although it may be onsidered as relatively



3small, this set of data is representative of the Web graph sine it is onsistent withthe known statistis (in partiular in terms of in- and out-degree distribution [1, 3℄,and for the average length of URLs, whih are the most important parameters forour study).All the experiments have been made on a CompaqTM Workstation AP 550, with a800 MHz PentiumTM III proessor, with 1 GB memory and a Linux 2.4.9 kernel. Weobtained an enoding of eah URL in 6.54 bytes on average with a onversion betweenURLs and identi�ers (in both diretions) in about 2 ms. One-way links an also beompressed to 1.6 byte on average with immediate aess (around 20 �s), whih anbe improved to 1 byte if one allows slower aess.We desribe in Setion 2 our method to assoiate a unique identi�er to eah URL,based on the lexiographial order. We show how to ompress the URLs set andhow to obtain fast onversion between URLs and identi�ers. In Setion 3, we notiesome properties on the graph itself, onerning a notion of distane between vertiesand their suessors. These properties explain the good results obtained when weompress the graph. Two di�erent and opposite approahs are disussed onerningthe ompression: one of them optimizes spae use, and the other one optimizes aesstime. 2. URLs Enoding.Given a large set of URLs, we want to assoiate a unique identi�er (an integer) toeah URL, and to provide a funtion whih an make the mapping between identi�ersand URLs. A simple idea onsists in sorting all the URLs lexiographially. Then aURL identi�er is its position in the set of sorted URLs. We will see that this hoiefor an identi�er makes it possible to obtain eÆient enoding.Let us onsider a �le ontaining a (large) set of URLs obtained from a rawl.First notie that sorting this �le improves its ompression sine it inreases the loalredundany of the data: we obtained an average of 7.27 bytes by URL before sortingand an average of 5.55 bytes after sorting (see Table 1). This spae requirement is



4very low, and it may be onsidered as a lower bound. Indeed, using this ompressionmethod is very ineÆient in terms of lookup time, sine when one onverts a URLinto its identi�er and onversely, one has to unompress the entire �le. On the otherhand, random aess ompression shemes exist [7, 9℄, but their ompression rate aremuh lower, too muh for our problem. Notie than one an also use bzip [4℄ insteadof gzip to obtain better ompression rates (but paying it by a ompression andexpansion slowdown). However, we used gzip in our experiments beause it providesfaster ompression and expansion routines, and is more easily usable, through thezlib library for instane.2.1. Enoding by gzipped bloks. To avoid the need of unompressing the entirelist of URLs, we split the �le into bloks and ompress independently eah of them.We also know the �rst URL of eah blok, together with its identi�er. We save thisway a large amount of time sine only one blok has to be unompressed to ahieve themapping. Moreover, sine the URLs are sorted, the ones whih share long ommonpre�xes are in the same blok, and so we do not damage the ompression rate too muh(in some ases, we even obtain a better ompression rate than when one ompressesthe entire �le).Experimentally, the average size for a ompressed URL does not signi�antly in-reases as long as bloks length stays over one thousand URLs. In this ase, URLaverage size is 5.62 bytes long. With bloks of one hundred URLs, the average sizegrows up to 6.43 bytes long. Notie that the method an be improved by takingbloks of di�erent sizes, depending on the loal redundany of the URLs list. We didnot use this improvement in the results presented here, whih have therefore beenrealized with bloks of onstant length.One an then onvert a URL into an identi�er as follows:1. Find the blok whih ontains the URL to onvert: use a dihotomi searhbased on the knowledge of the �rst URL of eah blok (either beause we kepta list of those URLs, or by unompressing the �rst line of eah onerned blok,whih have a onstant ost).



5Enoding total size (8 millions URLs) Average size/URLText 568733818 bytes 69.24 bytesbzip 36605478 bytes 4.45 bytesgzip 45263569 bytes 5.55 bytesTable 1. Average URL size aording to oding format.2. Unompress the blok.3. Find the identi�er of the URL inside the (unompressed) blok: use a linearsearh in the list (we annot avoid this linear searh sine all the URLs do nothave the same length).This onversion sheme is summarized in Table 2.Conversely, one an onvert an identi�er to a URL as follows:1. Find the blok whih ontains the identi�er to onvert: sine all the bloksontains the same number of URLs, the blok number is given by Identi�erBloksLength.2. Unompress the blok.3. Find the URL in the (unompressed) blok: it is nothing but the line numberIdenti�er�BloksLength �BlokNumber in blok. Again, we need to use a linearsearh in the list.This onversion is summarized in Table 2.URL to identi�er identi�er to URLFirst step O(log(number of bloks)) O(1)Seond step O(bloks length) O(bloks length)Third step O(bloks length) O(bloks length)Table 2. URL to identi�er and identi�er to URL mapping osts, whenall the URLs do not have the same length inside a blok.Notie that, beause of the linear searh in a blok (Step 3 of eah onversion), itis important that eah blok is short enough. However, this an be improved by the



6use of a �xed length for all the URLs in eah blok. This is what we will present inthe following subsetion.2.2. Fixed URLs length. To improve the lookup time, we add at the end of allthe URLs in a given blok as many ourrenes of a speial harater as neessaryto make it as long as the longest URL in the blok. In eah blok, the �xed lengthis then the length of the longest URL. Therefore, the third point of the URL toidenti�er onversion beomes a dihotomi searh in the blok, and the third pointof the identi�er to URL onversion an be done in onstant time sine the URL is atposition UrlsLength � (Identi�er� BloksLength � BlokNumber) in the blok. Thisimprovement is summarized in Table 3.URL to identi�er identi�er to URLFirst step O(log(number of bloks)) O(1)Seond step O(bloks length) O(bloks length)Third step O(log(bloks length)) O(1)Table 3. URL to identi�er and identi�er to URL mapping osts, whenall the URLs have the same length inside a blok.Notie that this optimization must be done arefully to ensure both a good om-pression of the URLs and a fast expansion (Step 2). If the bloks size is too low,ompression rate will be naturally low. On the opposite, if the size if too important,the probability that a very long URL lies in the �le will inrease, adding a lot ofunused harater, whih are going to inrease the average URL size. Expansion timeis linear with respet to the bloks length, so we must use as small bloks as possibleto get fast mapping. Using median bloks length will result in very good ompressionrate but median expansion speed. Results showing these phenomena an be found inFigure 1.



7URL to ID time in msID to URL time in msAverage URL Size in bytes
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1614121086420Figure 1. Average URL size and onversion times with respet to thesize of the onsidered bloks, using �xed-length URLs.In onlusion, we obtained a oding of the URLs in 6.54 bytes in average, withonversion between URLs and their identi�ers in about 2 ms (in both diretions),using only simple, free and widely available tools (sort and gzip). This odingassoiates to eah URL its position in the entire list with respet to the lexiographiorder, and we show how one an ompute the orrespondene eÆiently. We will nowsee how this enoding an be used to represent large parts of the Web graph.3. Graph Enodings.As soon as the mapping between URLs and identi�ers is de�ned, we an try toompress all links as muh as possible. A link is de�ned by a ouple of integers, eahof them being the identi�er of a URL as de�ned in Setion 2. The graph is thenstored in a �le suh that line number k ontains the identi�ers of all the suessorsof vertex k (in a textual form). Using bzip to ompress this �le, we obtain a veryompat enoding: 0.8 byte by link on average. If one uses gzip instead of bzip, theaverage size of eah link grows up to 0.83 byte on average. Again, these values maybe onsidered as lower bounds for the spae needed to represent a link.



8 In this setion, we will propose two methods to enode the links of the Web graph.The �rst one is a simple extension of the gzipped bloks method used in the previoussetion. It gives high ompression rates, whih an be understood as a onsequeneof a strong loality of the links we will disuss. In order to improve the aess timeto the suessors of a vertex, whih is very important to be able to make statistisand run algorithms on the graph, we propose a seond method whih ahieve thisgoal but still allows high ompression rates. Notie that the tehniques we present inthis setion an be used to enode the reverse links (given an URL, whih pages doontain a link to this URL). The performanes would be similar.3.1. Enoding by gzipped bloks. Using the same method as in Setion 2.1, wean split the �le representing the graph into bloks and then ompress the bloks. Inorder to �nd the suessors of a vertex, one has to unompress the blok ontainingthe vertex in onern. One this has been done, vertex suessors have to be found.Depending on how suessors are oded, two di�erent searhing methods an be used.If suessors lists have variable length, one has to read the blok linearly from thebeginning to the right suessors list. On the other hand, if suessors have �xedlength (this an be done in the same way as for the URLs) then the suessors listan be found diretly. Notie that in both ases, sine most of the lookup time isspent in the blok expansion, there is no real time di�erene between getting onesuessor of a vertex, or the entire list of its suessors. Average lookup time andlink average size an be found in Figure ??. One an obtain an enoding of eah linkin 1.24 byte in average with a lookup time of 0.45 ms, using 32 lines bloks. Table 4present the results when blok size hange.However, most of the operations made on the graph onern the exploration ofsuessors or predeessors of verties (during breadth-�rst searh for instane). Inthis ase, suessors lookup time beomes a ruial parameter, and blok ompres-sion method should be improved in terms of time. We are going to present anotherompression method whih uses a strong property of the Web graph, the loality, toimprove lookup time. '



9Average lookup time in msAverage Link Size in bytes
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21.510.50Figure 2. Average link size and average lookup time with respet tothe size of the onsidered bloks.3.2. Loality. The high ompression rates we obtained when we enoded the graphusing gzip an be understood as a onsequene of a strong property of the links.Let us de�ne the distane between two URLs as the (signed) di�erene between theiridenti�ers, and the length of a link between two URLs as the distane between thesetwo URLs. Now, let us onsider the distanes distribution. This distribution followsa power law: the probability for the distane between two given verties to be i isproportional to i�� . In our ase the exponent � is about 1.16. See Figure 3.One may want to use this loality to improve both ompression rate and aesstime by enoding the graph in a �le as follows: the k-th line of the graph ontainsthe suessors of URL number k, enoded by their distane to k. We an then usethe same tehnique of gzipped bloks enoding to manipulate the graph. We triedthis method, but we obtained lower ompression rates than the ones presented inthe previous subsetion. However, this enoding may be used to improve lookuptime, without damaging ompression rate too muh, as explained in the followingsubsetion.



10 Power law, exponant 1.16Distane distribution
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1e+071e+06100000100001000100101Figure 3. Distane distribution between verties and their suessors.
3.3. Aess time improvement. Our experiments show that 68 perent of theURLs whih are linked together are at distane between -255 and 255. We all theselinks short links. They an be enoded on 1 byte, plus 1 bit for the sign of thedi�erene. Moreover, we need one more bit to distinguish short links from long ones(the long links are enoding using 3 bytes, sine we are onsidering a 8 millions vertiesgraph). This sheme allows us to enode a link using 1.89 byte on average. Goingfurther, one an distinguish short (68 perent of the links, eah enoded on 1 byte),medium (26.75 perent of the links, enoded on 2 bytes) and long (5.25 perent of thelinks, enoded on 3 bytes) links. We therefore use one bit per link to give the signof the distane, and a pre�x to know the type of the link (0 for short links, 10 formedium links and 11 for long links). This way, a link an be stored using 1.66 byteon average.Moreover, the distane distribution enourages us to use Hu�man ompression ofthe distanes. However, our experiments show that it is better not to ompress longlinks using this method, and to restrit it to short links. We obtained this way an



11improvement of 1 bit on average, whih brings us to 1.54 byte by link. Our resultsare summarized in Table 4. 4. Conlusion.We desribed in this paper a simple and eÆient method to enode large sets ofURLs and large parts of the Web graph. We gave a way to ompute the position ofa URL in the sorted list of all the onsidered URLs, and onversely, whih makes itpossible to manipulate large data sets in RAM, avoiding disk usage. Our gzippedbloks method makes it possible to store 400 millions of URLs and the 4.6 billionslinks between them in 8 GB of memory spae. Using this enoding, the onversionbetween identi�ers and URLs takes around 2 ms on our omputer, in both diretions,and �nding all the suessors of a given URL takes around 0.5 ms. We an improvethe link lookup to around 20 �s by using the seond method we proposed, but withan inrease of the spae requirements.We therefore obtained results whih are omparable to the best results known inthe literature, using only standard, free, and widely available tools like sort, gzipand bzip. Notie that the good performanes of our method rely on the performanesof these tools, whih have the advantage of being strongly optimized.Our work an be improved in many diretions. We disussed some of them in thepaper, for example the use of piees of �les of di�erent sizes (depending on the loalredundany of the URLs list). Another idea is to try to inrease the loality and theredundany of the URLs, for example by reversing the sites names. This may reduethe distanes between pages of sites whih belong to a same sub-domain. There arealso many parameters whih depend on the priority of time or spae saving, itselfdepending on the appliation. However, the optimization of memory requirementsmakes it possible to store the entire data in RAM, reduing disk aess, and thereforeis also important to improve omputing time. This is why we gave priority to theoptimization of spae requirements, exept when a big improvement in speed an beobtained.



12 Average link size Average lookup timefor all the suessorsidenti�ers 8 bytes {gzipped identi�ers 0.83 byte {distanes 4.16 bytes {gzipped distanes 1.1 byte {gzipped identi�ers,bloks of 8 lines 1.61 byte 0.44 msgzipped identi�ers,bloks of 16 lines 1.36 byte 0.44 msgzipped identi�ers,bloks of 32 lines 1.24 byte 0.45 msgzipped identi�ers,bloks of 64 lines 1.20 byte 2.395 msgzipped identi�ers,bloks of 128 lines 1.21 byte 5.694 msgzipped identi�ers,bloks of 256 lines 1.26 byte 16.866 msshort, long links 1.89 byte 20 �sshort, medium,long links 1.66 byte 20 �sshort (Hufmann),medium, long links 1.54 byte 20 �sTable 4. The average spae needed to store one link, depending onthe method used. The �rst four lines are just here to serve as refer-enes, sine they imply either a very low ompression ratio, or very slowelementary operations.



13An important diretion for further work is to �nd an enoding of the graph whihwould allow a faster aess to the suessors list of a given URL. This is a key elementfor the study of the struture of the graph (liques, bipartite subgraphs, onnetedomponents, and others). It seems that the use of standard ompression tools is notthe best method to ahieve this, at least in terms of aess time optimization.Referenes1. R. Albert, H. Jeong, and A.-L. Barabasi, Diameter of the world wide web, Nature 401 (1999),130{131.2. Krishna Bharat, Andrei Broder, Monika Henzinger, Puneet Kumar, and Suresh Venkatasub-ramanian, The Connetivity Server: fast aess to linkage information on the Web, WWW7 /Computer Networks and ISDN Systems 30 (1998), no. 1{7, 469{477.3. A. Z. Broder, S. R. Kumar, F. Maghoul, P. Raghavan, S. Rajagopalan, R. Stata, A. Tomkins,and J. L. Wiener, Graph struture in the web, WWW9 / Computer Networks 33 (2000), no. 1-6,309{320.4. M. Burrows and D. J. Wheeler, A blok-sorting lossless data ompression algorithm., Teh.Report 124, 1994.5. P. Deutsh, Deate ompressed data format spei�ation version 1.3, Aladdin Enterprises, May1996, RFC 1951.6. , Gzip �le format spei�ation version 4.3, Aladdin Enterprises, May 1996, RFC 1952.7. Jir�� Dvorsky, Text ompression with random aess.8. J. M. Kleinberg, R. Kumar, P. Raghavan, S. Rajagopalan, and A. S. Tomkins, The Web asa graph: Measurements, models, and methods, Pro. 5th Annual Int. Conf. Computing andCombinatoris, COCOON (T. Asano, H. Imai, D. T. Lee, S. Nakano, and T. Tokuyama, eds.),no. 1627, Springer-Verlag, 1999.9. Haris Lekatsas and Wayne Wolf, Random aess deompression using binary arithmeti oding,Data Compression Conferene, 1999, pp. 306{315.10. Rajiv Wikremesinghe (Duke University), Raymie Stata, Janet Wiener, et al., Link ompressionin the onnetivity server, Teh. report, Compaq Systems Researh Center, Summer, 2000.


